
Product Portfolio
High-End UV Inkjet Systems



One for all – all for one.

Developed and manufactured in Switzerland, ruggedly designed with attention to detail. 

Such qualities and modular expandability are common among all swissQprint inkjet 

 systems. Depending on the configuration, they can print anything from the smallest panels 

through roll material to oversize media of any kind. And always with accurate precision.

Productivity

Print mode Oryx 2 Impala 2 Nyala 2

Draft 65 m²/h — —

Speed 40 m²/h 180 m²/h 206 m²/h 

Production 20 m²/h 90 m²/h 103 m²/h 

Quality 18 m²/h 48 m²/h 54 m²/h

Fine art 9 m²/h 28 m²/h 32 m²/h

Productivity with 2 × CMYK configuration (Impala 2 / Nyala 2)

Approx. 10 % less with roll to roll

In scale with requirements

The machines are the centrepieces of small print providers, the secret weapons of successful 

advertising and signage producers, and links in value chains at industrial corporations.  

There is an ideal flatbed machine for every production volume, with retrofit options always at 

the ready to extend their capabilities.
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Oryx 2
2.5 × 2.0 m

65 m²/h

Impala 2
2.5 × 2.0 m
180 m²/h

Nyala 2
3.2 × 2.0 m
206 m²/h



Max. productivity 206 m²/h

Channels 4 – 9

Print area 3.2 × 2.0 m

Nyala 2

The high performance model with the highest return on investment. When optimally 

utilised and operating through three shifts, no other large format printer is capable of such 

efficient and high-quality production. Firstly, it is a dependable system. And secondly,  

the 6.5 square metre printing table offers freedom for all formats. Watching the Nyala 2  

at work is an impressive sight indeed.



Impala 2

The compact model with a penchant for growth. This printer is so upgradeable that 
it can end up doing the work of two while occupying the space of just one.  
Its performance can be effectively doubled, both in terms of printing speed and 
format size. It is exciting to max out all the possibilities of the Impala 2.

Max. productivity 180 m²/h

Channels 4 – 9

Print area 2.5 × 2.0 m



Oryx 2

The extra-capable entry level model. Outstanding print quality is its speciality, versatility its 

virtue. This large format printer is freely configurable like its siblings: with nine colour 

channels, roll to roll option for continuous media, and a board option for oversized panels.  

It is astonishing just how much the Oryx 2 can do.

Max. productivity 65 m²/h

Channels 4 – 9

Print area 2.5 × 2.0 m



Roll to Roll option

Whether vinyl, tarpaulin, mesh or other roll stock, swissQprint systems can handle them all.  

And that across the full printing width of 2.5 metres (Oryx 2 / Impala 2) or 3.2 metres  

(Nyala 2). Setting up and changing rolls is easy, and once the job is started the machine 

continues working without supervision.

A well-designed, stable roller system conveys the material across the printing table and 

winds it up cleanly on the other side. An integrated control system regulates the  

tension and guarantees a perfect print image every time. When necessary, multiple colour 

layers can be applied in one pass and are absolutely register-true as a result.

In addition, roll stock can be used as a conveyor for oversized rigid sheets of up to 4 metres 

in length. Roller tables dock on as extensions to the printing table for extra length. 

The control system ensures an accurate and steady feed even when printing heavy panels.



Board option

swissQprint systems equipped with the ingenious board option hold oversized panels and 

difficult roll media firmly in place under full-power vacuum during the printing process.  

When the printing beam reaches the end of the table, a sophisticated feed system takes over 

and advances the substrate automatically. Printing continues seamlessly as soon as the 

substrate is positioned exactly at the new zero origin. 

The appeal of this process lies in a combination of absolute precision and high efficiency. 

Flawless end-to-end printing on rigid media up to 4 metres long is a standard routine. 

The system really comes into its own when handling stretchy, heat-sensitive or very slippery 

substrates. Materials weighing up to 100 kg literally float across the table on an air  

cushion generated by reversing the vacuum system. Heavyweight substrates are thus 

effortlessly positioned.



Tandem

In tandem operation, machine and operator join forces for continuous, non-stop action: 

maximum productivity by the system, fitness training for personnel. The principle is  

straightforward: media can be loaded onto the printing table from both the front and rear. 

While printing is underway on one side, the operator loads the other side,  

and vice versa – so work continues without interruption.

The vacuum table has front and rear sections, both with the usual continuous adjustment. 

A side benefit is that vacuum to the rear section can be shut off when normal jobs are 

being printed on the front section only – no masking needed.

Practical test
Producing 700 × 1000 mm panels on a Nyala 2 in speed mode.  

Result: 71 % higher productivity with tandem.

Without tandem:

143 panels/hour

With tandem:

245 panels/hour



Multilayer
Worth seeing from both sides. Apply an 

image, then a white coating followed by 

a blockout layer; recap the white coating 

and apply another image.

Colours

Inkjet printing is as colourful as the world around us. The systems’ CMYK standard is expandable  

to nine colours: they include light colours for reproducing natural skin tones and fine shading,  

as well as white, special effects varnish and even primer for printing on glass. Special colours such 

as orange, violet and green expand the colour space further still for even more Pantone colour 

tones.

All of the UV-curing inks are VOC free. They bond on acrylic, aluminium composite panels,  

wood, tarpaulins, polyester, polycarbonate, polystyrene, (rigid foam) PVC, vinyl films, flexible foam 

panels, and numerous other media. Suitable materials may be stretched after printing without  

any signs of stress whitening in the colour, thanks to the adequately flexible ink.

droptix
The eye-catcher par excellence. Lenses 

printed on transparent media work like a 

magnifying glass to produce optical 3D 

effects.

Effect varnish
A stunning 3D effect that is otherwise only 

accomplishable with screen printing. Apply 

effect varnish through one of the nine colour 

channels for visual and tactile enhancement.



Oryx 2 Impala 2 Nyala 2

Flatbed, full bleed 2500 × 2030 mm1 3200 × 2030 mm1

Clearance maximum 50 mm

Substrate weight maximum 100 kg/m²

Roll width 2500 mm 3200 mm

Roll weight maximum 180 kg

Roll diameter maximum 360 mm

Equipment/Options

Tandem function Standard

Print area, Tandem each zone 2500 × 1015 mm1 3200 × 1015 mm1

Vacuum pumps 2 2 pcs integrated

Roll option³ 2500 mm × endless 3200 mm × endless

Board option with extension tables 2500 × 4000 mm 3200 × 4000 mm

Colours

Colour channels 4 – 9

Print heads maximum 9 maximum 18

Print heads per channel 1 1 or 2

Light Cyan, light Magenta, light Black ✓

White ✓

Varnish ✓

Primer ✓

Orange, Green, Violet, Spot (Pantone®) ✓

 Software

Kea/droptix4 ✓

 Step and Repeat / Shadow files ✓

Multilayer ✓

Material and Quality database ✓

Statistics /ink consumption ✓

¹ in most print modes

² optional sound absorber boxes

³ with a conveyor belt and extension tables boards up to 2500/3200 × 4000 mm can be printed
4 if varnish channel is configured

Portfolio at a glance

Inkjet machines from swissQprint are built on modular lines. The flatbed construction provides a stable foundation  

for every model, from economy to top-of-the-line. Options can be added as required. That includes the continuous addition of newly 

developed features. Whichever machine is purchased, it will be a future-proof investment.



Media diversity
UV-curing inks adhere to acrylic, aluminium composite panels, 

wood, tarpaulins, polyester, polycarbonate, polystyrene, (high- 

density) PVC foam sheet, vinyl films, flexible foam panels, and with 

primer even on glass, anodised aluminium and stainless steel.

Homogenous white
White ink has a well-known tendency for sedimentation. swissQprint systems keep it  

agitated and circulated right down the print nozzles. Reliable print results are always assured,  

regardless of how often white is actually used.

First-level safety
Should something or someone breach the light curtain surrounding 

the beam, the print head carriage will slow down to warn as  

well as protect the operator. Meanwhile, printing continues and 

there are no rejects.

Targeted suction power
The vacuum system is steplessly adjustable along the width of the print bed. Masking is 

largely unnecessary. The vacuum pumps automatically control the optimal underpressure.  

As a result, they are quiet and energy efficent.

Second-level safety
Crash Sensor Technology prevents damage, for instance if  

the material thickness was entered incorrectly or corners on the 

medium are sticking out. The print head carriage is stopped 

immediately.

Vacuum inversion
The Quick Release button neutralises the vacuum in no time at all – and the substrate can be 

removed immediately. Thrust reversal creates an air cushion for effortless handling of heavy 

media.

Multiple points of origin
The simple, quickly set registration pins are a unique feature. In 

addition to defining the zero-origin, they also provide additional 

mechanical attachment points: format-independent, with as many  

as required to make efficient use of the printing table area.

Swiss Made
swissQprint systems are developed and manufactured in Switzerland and are characterised 

by precision, long service life, and robust quality down to the very last detail.

Features
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Technical specifications

Resolution
Oryx 2 Impala 2 Nyala 2

Variable drop size 9 – 42 picolitre

Addressable resolution 360 dpi – 1080 dpi

Visual resolution up to 2160 dpi

Print technology

Piezoelectric inkjet technology (DOD) ✓

Binary or greyscale ✓

Software / RIP

Output software on integrated PC ✓

Caldera RIP server (Linux or OSX)
Other RIPs available

✓

Interface (data) Fast Ethernet 1000Base-T

Inks

Integrated ink supply colours in 5 litre containers, white, varnish and primer in 1 litre containers

White feed and maintenance system fully automated

Low-odour UV-curable inks ✓

Optimized for flexible & rigid media ✓

Indoor and outdoor applications ✓

Solvent-free (no VOCs) ✓

Dimensions and weight

Dimensions (L × W × H) 2.35 × 5.04 × 1.42 m 2.51 × 5.72 × 1.42 m

Weight ¹ 1300–1600 kg 1400–1800 kg

Safety standards meets or exceeds industry standards

Installation environment

Power supply 3 × 380–400V, 3L+N+PE 50/60 Hz, 16A (CEE16) / 32A (CEE 32) /
3 × 480V, 3L+N+PE 60 Hz / 3 × 208V, 3L+PE 50/60 Hz

Power consumption approx. 9.6–18.5 kVA approx. 11.3–20.5 kVA

Temperature range +15° C to +30° C

Relative humidity 35 % to 80 % non-condensing
 

¹ depending on configuration


